We evaluate both chirally even and odd generalized parton distributions(GPDs) in the leading twist in a recently proposed quark-diquark model for the proton where the light front wavefunctions are constructed from the soft-wall AdS/QCD prediction. The GPDs in transverse impact parameter space give the spin densities for different quark and proton polarizations. For longitudinally polarized proton only chiral even GPDs contribute but for transversely polarized proton both chiral even and chiral odd GPDs contribute to the spin densities. We present a detail study of the spin densities in this model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generalized parton distributions(GPDs) [1] encode spatial as well as partonic spin structure in a proton. GPDs are functions of three variables: longitudinal momentum fraction x of the parton, longitudinal momentum fraction transferred in the process which is given by skewness ξ and square of the momentum transferred t 2 . GPDs give a unified picture of the nucleon, in the sense that the x moments of them give the form factors accessible in exclusive processes like deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) or vector-meson productions whereas in the forward limit they reduce to parton distributions, accessible in inclusive processes. Being offforward matrix elements, GPDs have no probabilistic interpretation, but at zero skewness, the Fourier transforms of the GPDs with respect to the transverse momentum transfer ∆ ⊥ give the impact parameter dependent parton distributions [2] which tells us how the partons of a given longitudinal momentum are distributed in transverse position space. The GPDs not only provide the spatial structure of the proton but also encode the partonic spin information. Ji sum rule [3] relates the GPDs with the angular momentum of the proton. For different polarizations of the proton, spin densities can be expressed in terms of the impact parameter dependent GPDs.
For many years, DVCS data have been collceted in different experimental labs. Recently
JLab has also started DVCS experiment, COMPASS at CERN will start to have more DVCS data and future Electron-Ion Collider is planned to explore the GPDs through DVCS. But experimental extractions of GPDs are not straight forward as fitting of DVCS data does not
give direct information about the GPDs but some weighted integrals of GPDs. Since nonperturbative QCD prediction is not yet possible, different model predictions of GPDs are very important to constrain the GPDs and data fitting to extract GPDs from DVCS data.
In this paper, we consider a light front quark-diquark model of proton [4] . Both scalar and vector diquarks are considered in this model where the light front wave functions are constructed from soft-wall AdS/QCD prediction. The wave functions predicted in AdS/QCD [5] can not be derived in perturbation theory with few Fock states, and hence contains nonperturbative structure of the proton. We present results for both chiral-even and chiral-odd GPDs. At leading twist, there are eight GPDs, four of them are chiral even and four are chiral-odd. Similar to the definition of PDFs, we can define three different types of correlators of vector, axial vector and tensor quark currents. The off-forward matrix elements of the first two currents involve four chiral-even GPDs, H q , E q ,H q ,Ẽ q . The off-forward matrix elements of the third one are chirally odd and involves four GPDs, namely, H q T , E q T ,H q T ,Ẽ q T . Chiral even GPDs are studied in different models. e.g., bag model [6] , constituent quark model [7] , soliton model [8] , dressed electron [9] , AdS/QCD models [10] , scalar diquark model [11] , in basis light front quantization [12] etc. The chiral-odd GPDs in a constituent quark model have been studied for nonzero skewness using the overlap representation in terms of light-front wave functions (LFWFs) in [13] . The general properties of the chiral-odd GPDs in a QED model have been investigated in both momentum and transverse position as well as longitudinal position spaces in [14] ; the impact parameter representation of the GPDs have been studied in a QED model of a dressed electron for ξ = 0 [15] and in quark-diquark models for nucleon [16, 17] . Recently, it has been demostrated that the transversity quark GPDs can be measured from neutrino-production of a charmed meson [18] . The Mellin moments of the transverse GPDs have been evaluated on lattice [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The chiral even GPD E q is responsible for the distortion in the unpolarized quark distribution in a transversely polarized proton. Similarly, chirally odd GPDs affect the transversely polarized quark distributions in a unpolarized or transversely polarized proton in different ways. Chiral even GPDs are accessible in exclusive processes like deeply virtual Compton scattering or deeply virtual meson production. But, the chiral-odd GPDs are not easy to measure as they require another chiral-odd object in the amplitude to combine. The chiral-odd GPDs can be measured in the diffractive electroproduction of two vector mesons with large rapidity gap [23] or exclusive π 0 electroproduction [24] . For longitudinally polarized proton, the spin density involves only chirally even GPDs while the spin density for a transversely polarized proton involve both chiral even and odd GPDs. In this work, we evaluate all the leading twist GPDs in an AdS/QCD inspired light front quark diquark model. Then we present a detail study of the spin densities for both longitudinally and transversely polarized proton and show how different GPDs contribute to different spin densities.
II. GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS
At leading twist, one can define three generalized distributions in parallel to three PDFs, namely, the unpolarized, helicity, and transversity distributions. The GPDs are defined as offforward matrix elements of the bilocal operator of light-front correlation functions of vector, axial vector, and tensor current
where p (p ) and λ (λ ) denote the proton momenta and the helicity of the initial (final) state of proton, respectively. M denotes the mass of proton and j = 1, 2 is a transverse index. The H and E, so-called unpolarized GPDs and the helicity dependent GPDs, H and E are chiral-even, while H T , H T , E T , and E T are chiral-odd. In the symmetric frame, the kinematical variables
+ , and t = ∆ 2 . We choose the lightfront gauge A + = 0, so that the gauge link appearing in between the quark fields in Eqs. (1) (2) (3) becomes unity. All the GPDs can be related to the following matrix elements depending on various helicity configurations of proton and quark [25, 26] A λ µ ,λµ = dz
with definite quark helicities µ and µ and the operators O µ,µ occurring in the definitions of the quark distributions are given by
A. Overlap formalism
We evaluate all the GPDs in light front quark-diquark model [4] using the overlap representation of light front wave functions. Both the scalar and axial vector diquark are considered in this quark-diquark model and the nucleon wave functions are constructed from the framework of soft-wall AdS/QCD correspondence. In this model, the proton is written as a sum of isoscalar-scalar diquark singlet |u S 0 , isoscalar-vector diquark |u A 0 and isovector-vector diquark |d A 1 states having a spin-flavor SU (4) structure
Where S and A represent the scalar and axial-vector diquark and their superscripts represent the isospin of that diquark. The two particle Fock-state expansion for J z = ±1/2 can be written for scalar diquark as
The corresponding light front wave functions are given by
where |λ q λ S ; xP + , k ⊥ represents the two particle state having a quark of helicity λ q and a scalar diquark having helicity λ S (λ S = s in the state indicates scalar). Similarly the two particle fock-state expansion for vector diquark is written as
Where |λ q λ D ; xP + , k ⊥ is the two-particle state with a quark of helicity λ q = ± 
and for
having flavour index ν = u, d. We adopt a generic anstz of LFWFs ϕ i (x, k ⊥ ) from the soft-wall AdS/QCD prediction [5] and introduce the parameters a 
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The values of the parameters at the initial scale µ 0 = 0.313 GeV are fitted to the nucleon and formfactor data and taken from Ref. [4] .
This kinematical domain i.e., 0 < x < 1 where x is the light front longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the struck quark corresponds to the situation where one removes a quark from the initial proton with light-front longitudinal momentum xP + and re-inserts it into the final proton with the same longitudinal momentum. Thus the change in momentum occurs only in the transverse momentum. The particle number remain conserved in this kinematical region which describes the diagonal n → n overlaps. The matrix elements T q i and T q i in the diagonal 2 → 2 overlap representation in terms of light-front wave functions for scalar diquark are given by
and for the vector diquark the matrix elements are
where, for the final struck quark
and for the initial struck quark
The label S represents the scalar and A denotes the isoscalar-vector(V) diquark corresponding to u quark and isovector-vector(VV) diquark corresponding to d quark. The explicit calculations of the matrix elements T
q(S/A) i
and T
using the light front wave functions of the quark-diquark model given in Eqs. (18, 20, 21) give
where
with
and A, B and C are functions of x and x
Combining the contributions from scalar and vector parts, one can write the matrix elements T q i for u and d as The impact parameter dependent GPDs at zero skewness are defined as the Fourier transform of the GPDs with respect to the transverse momentum transferred in the process:
where b = |b ⊥ | is the transverse impact parameter. In Fig.1 and Fig.2 , we show chiral even and chiral odd GPDs respectively in transverse impact parameter space for zero skewness at experimentally accessible scale µ 2 = 10 GeV 2 . E q T being an odd function of ξ is zero for ξ = 0. The parameters in the model are fitted to the form factor data with least χ 2 error [4] . The error bands in the plots correspond to 2σ errors in the least χ 2 fitting.
B. Evolution of GPDs
The scale evolution of GPDs is governed by DGLAP equation [34, 35] . In the quark-diquark model used in this work, the DGLAP evolution of the unpolarized PDF is generated by evolving the parameters in the model [4] . Since the GPDs also follow the DGLAP equation, we use the same parameter evolution as PDFs. In this model, the DGLAP evolution information is encoded into the parameters a i , b i , and δ i by fitting the unpolarised PDFs for the scale range 0 ≤ µ 2 ≤ 150 GeV 2 and the evolution is found to be consistent with the DGLAP evolution upto scale µ 2 = 10 4 GeV 2 . The parameters vary with the scale as
Where A ν i (µ) and B ν i (µ) can be combinedly written as
The detail of the evolution fit and the values of the parameters are given in Ref. [4] . In Fig.3 and Fig.4 , we show the scale evolution of chiral-even and chiral-odd GPDs respectively at different scales µ 2 = 1, 10 and 20 GeV 2 . 
where ε ij is the two-dimensional antisymmetric tensor with ε 12 = −ε 21 = 1 and ε 11 = ε 22 = 0.
We use the shorthand notations f =
2 ) in impact parameter space gives the description of the density of unpolarized quarks in the unpolarized proton. E(x, b 2 ) is responsible for a deformation of the density when the proton is transversely polarized.H(x, b 2 ) provides the information of the difference in the density of quarks with helicity equal or opposite to the proton helicity. One may also interpret the chiral-odd GPDs( at ξ = 0) as a density in transverse impact parameter space like chiral-even GPDs depending on the polarization of both the active quark and the nucleon.
The particular combination (E T + 2 H T ) plays a role similar to E(x, b 2 ) and is responsible for a deformation in the transversely polarized quark density in an unpolarized target [15, [27] [28] [29] . On the other hand a combination of H T (x, b 2 ) and H T (x, b 2 ) provides a distortion in the density when the active quark and the nucleon are transversely polarized [28, 29] . One can notice that with increasing x, the width of all the distributions in transverse impact parameter space decreases, which implies that the distributions are more localized and the quark is more concentrated near the center of momentum(i.e., at small b) for higher values of x.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we show the first x-moment of the spin distributions for transversely polarized quark in an unpolarized proton and for the unpolarized quark in a transversely polarized proton, respectively. The distorting effect of the dipole terms appears on the monopole terms which correspond to spin densities for unpolarized quarks in an unpolarized target. As a result the distributions get shifted toward theŷ direction for the quark or proton transversely polarized along thex axis. The dipolar distribution in Fig. 5 has the same polarity for both the u and d quarks, whereas the polarity of the dipole distribution in Fig. 6 is the opposite for the u and d quarks. The dipole distribution in Fig. 6 arises from the term − [29] and lattice calculation [33] .
The spin distributions when both the proton and the quark are transversely polarized alonĝ x are shown in Fig. 7 . The quadrupole and the monopole terms are of opposite signs for u and d quarks as a consequence of the opposite signs of the GPDs H T andH T (Fig.2) for the u and d quarks. These results are consistent with the observations of a phenomenological model [29] .
However, the spread of quadrupole distribution in the quark-diquark model is more or less the same for the u and d quarks, whereas in the phenomenological model [29] , the distribution for the u quark is more spread than for the d quark.
The total spin distributions (Eq. 49) when the quark has the same transverse polarization 
the two dipole contributions on the middle panels of 
For the u quark, the monopole contribution is much higher compared to the dipole and quadrupole contributions, thus, the deformation of the spin density is small and slightly shifted in theŷ direction. In contrast the d quark spin distribution has a much smaller monopole contribution and effectively shows a strong and symmetric deformation about theŷ axis stretching along the direction of the quark and proton polarization, i.e.,x direction.
In Fig. 9 , we show the distorting effect of the dipole and quadrupole terms considering thê
x-polarized quarks in a proton polarized alongŷ. In this case, the dipole contribution appears (Fig. 9) is rotated with respect to the case shown in which is the sum of the monopole ( 1 2 H) and the distortions due to the dipole and quadrupole terms is shown in Fig. 10 . Due to the large monopole contribution the distorting effect is quite small in the u quark spin density, whereas due to the strong distortion, the total spin density for the d quark effectively exhibits a dipolar pattern. Fit to data [36] 0.82 ± 0.07 −0.45 ± 0.07 1.27 ± 0.14 0.19 ± 0.07 −0.06 ± 0.07 0.25 ± 0.14 TABLE I: Axial charge and second moment of helicity distribution at the scale µ 2 = 1 GeV 2 and compared with LSS fit to experimental data [36] . In Fig. 11 , the results are given for the quark polarization parallel to the proton helicity. Here we find only the monopole distribution occurring from quark-diquark model are in more or less agreement with measured data. A detail comparison of axial charges in this quark-diquark model with other phenomenological models e.g. NQM, LFCQM, LFχQSM [37] has been presented in Ref. [4] . Though the helicity distribution g 1 (x) for d quark in this quark-diquark model is negative, the corresponding GPDs H d (x, t) exhibits a positive distribution at higher values of −t and it is negative at low −t which can be observed in Fig.12 . This may be the reason we obtain a positive distribution for H d at low b ⊥ but at higher scale get the correct sign for the axial charge ∆d which is evaluated at t = 0. It should be mentioned here that H d is also positive in the scalar diquark model [38] but this model is unable to reproduce the proper sign of ∆d.
IV. SUMMARY
Using a recently proposed light-front quark-diquark model for the proton we have studied 
